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Capricious 88 is proud to present Katherine Hubbard's most recent work of black-and-white 
silver gelatin prints shot in southern Utah, entitled Four shoulders and thirty five percent 
everything else. A site she has explored for the past three years, the works set the stage for 
play between performance and image — placed within a desert landscape marked by sight lines 
that delineate the field of vision between two facing cameras. Hubbard uses her body to mark 
the space and depth of the landscape-stage while simultaneously marking the film plane.  !
A series of black-and-white landscape photographs made with multiple exposures and the 
compression of numerous points of view into a single frame will be shown in conjunction. Each 
image becomes a point of consideration in asking how we may look at land now. Four shoulders 
and thirty five percent everything else is of the belief that all looking is political, as each person 
does not see the same thing. !



On Sunday, December 14th, Katherine Hubbard will present her lecture-performance “Notes 
from Utah. Notes on grey.” at Capricious 88. An excerpt from the lecture, which was first 
presented by the Center for Experimental Lectures at Shandaken Project, is included below: !!!

Utah is a fissure of the senses. A kind of vast vast. You see a space, you see space. 
You see atmosphere lingering in the canyons. You see the atmosphere bringing 
it’s blue. You see land before you most of the time. In the car land moves at 2 
paces. To either side is fast. It looks blurred. Hair whipping. Hat brim caught and 
thrown back. Mineral deposits registering as streaks of color. Red rust brown 
gray and shapes like lumps repeatedly overlapping, licking the hinds of the 
previous lump. Shapes stay for some time and then are gone. It shifts and a new 
register of blur is upon you. You see age in these rocks. A pre-history. A land of 
it’s own time. Rocks that are ancient molds of oyster shells from the time when it 
used to be an ocean. Your life recorded in milli. or not at all. This kind of rock 
does not need you. Often does not like you. Burns you with lessons of your own 
humanity. Your own fragility. Your own liquidity. Stupidity. Deserts do not bend 
they take, they absorb. They absorb you. The average adult body is 65 percent 
water. 65 percent water leaves 35 percent for everything else of you. You are only 
35 percent everything else. The water is what leaves you first. Porous skin 
burning. Drying. Drying and loosing. Letting down, breaking down so that the 
liquid seeps out. You are part empty when you are there. Needs are simple 
because they are non negotiable. ! !!

—— !
Katherine Hubbard is an artist who lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. She is a 
photographer whose practice incorporates performance, sculpture, clothing, text and video. Her 
performance, A thing and its thing-ness. It’s all just nouns and adjectives baby, 2013, a 
deconstructed opera in response to historical invisibility was presented at the Museum of Art 
and Design in New York. Additionally, Hubbard’s work has been exhibited internationally at 
Renseriet, Stockholm, Sweden; University of Maryland Stamp Gallery, Maryland; Higher 
Pictures, NY and Murray Guy, NY. Hubbard maintains an ongoing collaboration with A.K. Burns 
exploring the history of queer esthetics, iterations of which have been exhibited at Recess, The 
Brooklyn Museum of Art and The Museum of Modern Art, all in New York. Recently, Hubbard 
and Burns have exhibited their collaborative works in NYC Makers: The MAD Biennial at The 
Museum of Art and Design, Walk-ins Welcome at Marlborough Gallery and As We Were Saying 
at The Elizabeth Foundation for the Arts, New York. Forthcoming in 2015 she will present Small 
Town Sex Shop, a conceptual clothing project in collaboration with Savannah Knoop at Recess, 
NY. Hubbard has an MFA from the Milton Avery Graduate School of the Arts at Bard College and 
is currently part-time faculty at Parsons The New School for Design. !
Capricious 88, is located on 88 Eldridge Street in Manhattan. For further information please 
contact Sophie Mörner at Sophie@Capricious88.com, or visit our website at capricious88.com !
For information on Capricious Publishing or Capricious Magazine please visit becapricious.com


